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Cloudera Data Engineering service

Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) is a serverless service for Cloudera Data Platform that allows you to submit batch
jobs to auto-scaling virtual clusters. CDE enables you to spend more time on your applications, and less time on
infrastructure.

Note:  CDE is currently available only on Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure.

Cloudera Data Engineering allows you to create, manage, and schedule Apache Spark jobs without the overhead of
creating and maintaining Spark clusters. With Cloudera Data Engineering, you define virtual clusters with a range of
CPU and memory resources, and the cluster scales up and down as needed to run your Spark workloads, helping to
control your cloud costs.

The CDE service involves several components:

Environment

A logical subset of your cloud provider account including a specific virtual network. For more
information, see Environments.

CDE Service

The long-running Kubernetes cluster and services that manage the virtual clusters. The CDE service
must be enabled on an environment before you can create any virtual clusters.

Virtual Cluster

An individual auto-scaling cluster with defined CPU and memory ranges. Virtual Clusters in CDE
can be created and deleted on demand. Jobs are associated with clusters.

Jobs

Application code along with defined configurations and resources. Jobs can be run on demand or
scheduled. An individual job execution is called a job run.

Resource

A defined collection of files such as a Python file or application JAR, dependencies, and any other
reference files required for a job.

Job run

An individual job run.

The CDE service differs from a Data Engineering Data Hub cluster in several ways, including the following:

Table 1: Cloudera Data Engineering Service vs. Data Engineering Data Hub

Feature Cloudera Data Engineering Data Hub DE Template

Cloud providers Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure

Compute engines Apache Spark Apache Spark, Apache Hive

Deployment Kubernetes Virtual machines (cloud provider)

Resource management Yunikorn, Kubernetes YARN

Troubleshooting CDE deep analysis, Spark History Server Spark History Server

Portability Public/private cloud Public cloud

Job submission Managed API Apache Livy

Experimental support for Spark Streaming and Spark Structured Streaming

Support for Spark Streaming and Spark Structured Streaming in CDE is an experimental feature.
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Note:

The design of experimental features is not finalized, they are not intended to be used in a production
environment. Cloudera does not guarantee support for this feature as it is: it may introduce breaking changes,
or may drop the feature altogether in a future release.

Spark Streaming and Spark Structured Streaming are supported with the following limitations:

• Spark 3 is not supported.The native implementation of Spark Streaming checkpoint (Rename-Based
Checkpointing, relying on atomic rename) is not eventually consistent in a cloud environment.

• Hive Warehouse Conector (HWC) is not supported.
• Metrics in WXM do not report information on Spark Streaming jobs.
• The visual profiling and CDE deep analysis features are not supported.
• Checkpointing with Amazon Elastic File System (EFS) is not supported.
• Spark dynamic allocation is not supported.

You may use spark.streaming.dynamicAllocation, but this option is only available for Discretized streams
(DStreams).

• S3 checkpoints may have issues with Runtime versions 7.2.8 or lower.
• While running streaming with Kafka, set the auto.offset.reset parameter to "latest", to avoid out-of-memory errors.

Browser Requirements

Supported browsers:

• Chrome
• Safari

Unsupported browsers:

• Firefox

Cloudera Data Engineering auto-scaling

Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) auto-scales at the job level as well as the service and virtual cluster level. Service
and virtual cluster autoscaling uses Apache Yunikorn (Incubating) for resource scheduling to improve efficiency and
utilization, reducing cloud provider costs. Job auto-scaling is managed by Apache Spark dynamic allocation. CDE
scales resources up and down as needed for running jobs.

Service and virtual cluster auto-scaling
Service and virtual cluster autoscaling uses Apache Yunikorn (Incubating) for resource scheduling to improve
efficiency and utilization

When you create a Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service, you specify an instance type (size) and auto-scale
range of instances. Virtual clusters associated with the CDE service use CPU and memory resources as needed to run
jobs. When more resources are required, virtual machines of the specified instance type are started. When resources
are no longer required, instances are terminated.

Virtual clusters also have auto-scaling controls, specified as maximum CPU cores and memory (in gigabytes).

CDE takes advantage of YuniKorn resource scheduling and sorting policies, such as gang scheduling and bin
packing, to optimize resource utilization and improve cost efficiency.

By default, CDE uses the bin packing policy to allocate resources. It sorts the list of nodes ascending by the amount
of available resources and the node with the lowest amount of available resources is selected. Sorting is solely based
on an array of available memory in MBs and available CPUs in milli CPUs (mCPU), considering absolute numbers
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only. It disregards resource types and percentage of total resources available. For example, if you have three nodes
with the following amounts of available resources:

Node Available memory in MB Available CPU in mCPU

nodeA 100,000 4,000

nodeB 4,000 10,000

nodeC 10,000 10,000

YuniKorn makes the following sorting:

nodeB 4,000 10,000

nodeA 4,000 100,000

nodeC 10,000 10,000

If bin packing does not provide optimal results for the applications you run, consider selecting one of the other
available sorting policies.

For more information on gang scheduling, see the Cloudera blog post Spark on Kubernetes – Gang Scheduling with
YuniKorn.

Job auto-scaling
Job auto-scaling is controlled by Apache Spark dynamic allocation.

Dynamic allocation scales job executors up and down as needed for running jobs. This can provide large performance
benefits by allocating as many resources as needed by the running job, and by returning resources when they are not
needed so that concurrent jobs can potentially run faster.

Resources are limited by the job configuration (executor range) as well as the virtual cluster auto-scaling parameters.
By default, the executor range is set to match the range of CPU cores configured for the virtual cluster. This improves
resource utilization and efficiency by allowing jobs to scale up to the maximum virtual cluster resources available,
without manually tuning and optimizing the number of executors per job.

Cloudera Data Engineering resources

A resource in Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) is a named collection of files used by a job. Resources can include
application code, configuration files, custom Docker images, and Python virtual environment specifications (requirem
ents.txt).

Note:  Custom Docker container images is a Technical Preview feature, requiring entitlement. Contact your
Cloudera account representative to enable access to this feature. See CDP Public Cloud Preview Features
below.

Resources are associated with virtual clusters. A resource can be used by multiple jobs, and jobs can use multiple
resources.The resource types supported by CDE are files, python-env, and custom-runtime-image.

files

An arbitrary collection of files that a job can reference. The application code for the job, including
any necessary configuration files or supporting libraries, can be stored in a files resource. Files can
be uploaded to and removed from a resource as needed.

python-env

A defined virtual Python environment that a job runs in. The only file that can be uploaded to a pyth
on-env resource is a requirements.txt file. When you associate a python-env resource with a job, the
job runs within a Python virtual environment built according to the requirements.txt specification.
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custom-runtime-image

A Docker container image. When you run a job using a custom-runtime-image resource, the
executors that are launched use your custom image.

Related Information
CDP Public Cloud Preview Features
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